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Abstract: Road accidents have become more common these days and it is pathetic when the accidents happen due to ignorance. The research objective is focused on 
university students, creating awareness about road safety and improving a sustainable traffic management scenario in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. An analytical hierarchy 
process and a logistic regression model were used to determine the risk priorities ranking of severity factors based on the comparisons of different driver behaviour factors. 
A cross-sectional survey was conducted among 3200 university students in Saudi Arabia to evaluate the risk associated with accident factors.  The main factors taken for 
risk analysis were Stability during driving, not adhering to rules, committing human errors, Insufficient Visibility, Facing Vehicles Issues. The model estimation analysis 
revealed the severity, which was based on the student's behavioural factors as a driver which contributed to the high fatality. It is further proposed to teach an interdisciplinary 
course on Traffic Management to various university students. The awareness towards traffic sense and safety rules would bring down the accidents rates and help the 
government to maintain smooth traffic density. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The transport system plays a significant role in the 
safety of the journey and improving the nation's economy 
thus enhancing the sustainable transport management 
system of any country. An accident-free system is a need 
for densely populated countries. The public transport 
facilities are minimal in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 
(KSA). The travelling frequency is high due to scattered 
cities and villages. Most people including university 
students rely on their vehicles for their daily travel needs. 
Almost all University students own a vehicle that facilitates 
driving to become the most routine activity. Thus, there is 
a high dependency on personal vehicles which gives rise to 
the high driving culture. As per the studies conducted by 
the World health organisation (WHO) for accidents in the 
year 2018, the road traffic accidents death rate of the KSA 
reached 9,112 (8.75% of total deaths) [1]. As per the WHO 
report, approximately 1.3 million people succumb to death 
every year on the roads globally, whereas about 20 - 50 
million sustain non-fatal injuries [2]. KSA was the thirty-
second place in global ranking with an age-adjusted death 
rate of 34.57% per 100,000 of population, thus rate of road 
accidents has risen steadily in recent years, which sums to 
an average of 19 - death per day [3]. 

On several occasions the children seated at the back 
seat were pushed against the dashboard or the windshield 
with a huge impact, thus there is always a risk of being 
thrown out of the crashed vehicle [4]. The accompanying 
children along with the driver in the front seat become 
victims of road accidents due to driving mistake. The 
victim children have shown head injury and facial injury of 
about 38.3% and 34.8% respectively [5]. It has been 
reported that 9.1% of children were driving the car at the 
time of the accident, whereas 53.8% were not fastening the 
seat belt while sitting in the back seats [6]. In Arabian 
countries, 3.7% of Omani parents have the practice of 
using car seat belts for their children, 65% of parents from 
the United Arab Emirates follow seat belt practice strictly 
[7]. As per the study of Ramishetty et al., 289 parents from 
the KSA participated in infant safety practices and they 
observed that only 8% of them had the practice of using a 

seat belt for their children [8]. Many participants from 
Kuwait agreed that they were following habits of keeping 
their children on their lap while driving. They further found 
that 41% of drivers practised these risky habits even though 
they knew dangerous consequences [9]. 

Nowadays, due to technological advancement, 
university students have access to the latest video games, 
they play online racing car competitions using the latest 
technology [10]. The university students try to race on 
roads; serious accidents are caused by them. They also 
perform dangerous stunts with their friends. It has been 
seen that they develop the habits of racing in the city roads 
that have put road safety in danger. The literature review 
reveals that many accidents were mainly caused by the 
untrained drivers of the age group of 16 and 36 years who 
did not follow the driving rules and lacked general safety 
awareness [11]. More than 300,000 traffic accidents occur 
in KSA every year [12].Traffic accidents are the major 
cause of death, disability, and injury which mainly occur in 
the age group of 16 - 36 years and cause the highest health 
care costs to the government of KSA [4]. Moreover, one-
fifth of injured victims from various road accidents occupy 
most of the beds in hospitals, and many of them remain 
under long-term treatments [4]. It was found that nearly 
174 million USA dollars are spent on treating the injured 
[10]. 

Many people of KSA consider driving as their main 
hobby or even sport [9]. Usually, on Holidays at the 
weekends from Thursdays to Saturday, youth drive harshly 
along the streets, hence stronger enforcement of speeding 
laws should be enhanced to control them. One of the recent 
studies on the attitudes and behaviours towards risky 
driving among adolescents in Saudi Arabia concludes that 
nearly 40% of the students are engaged in risky driving 
behaviour called Tafheet [8]. Most young people practice 
drifting, a very dangerous sport that involves driving a 
vehicle at speeds up to 260 km/hr, they violate traffic rules, 
hence must be booked for a traffic rule violation [11]. The 
racer drives at high speed, ignoring the lane limits and 
drifting sideways. These driving habits are often practised 
by the students who are known to drift on the highway. It 
is a major factor that is undoubtedly linked to serious 
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deaths and injuries [13]. It has been found that 90% of 
drivers violate traffic rules at least once while driving 
through the roundabout [14]. 

The most critical factors which cause a collision is 
speeding by about 65% of accidents, human error factors 
mainly due to sleep factor count to 80% of fatalities, then 
50% of accidents due to traffic rules violations [15]. The 
other contributing factors include road and environmental 
factors which account for 20% of fatalities [16]. In many 
parts of the Gulf region, people spent the night-time 
shopping, relaxing at parks, participate in social gatherings 
and functions, all this takes place in the evenings or at 
night, due to high temperatures in day time [11]. So, 
inadequate sleep puts them in a tiring situation that makes 
them sleep while driving at high speeds which leads to 
major accidents [17]. Excessive fatigue is another factor 
responsible for many accidents in developed countries. 
Fatigue minimises the driver reflexes and thus leads to 
decrease of reaction time, misjudgement, total loss of 
consciousness and confusion in identifying traffic basis 
information which leads to major collisions and loss of 
lives [11]. 

This research work concentrates on the main criteria 
severity factors of collision like stability during driving 
(MC1), not adhering to rules (MC2), committing human 
errors (MC3), insufficient visibility (MC4), facing vehicles 
(MC5). This research was carried out in KSA. The 
participants were from various universities in KSA. All the 
students were informed about the survey and they agreed 
readily to participate in the questionnaire survey. The 
findings were very informative to university students to 
avoid the risk factors which cause accidents. First, the main 
criteria risk factor was stability during driving, the sub-
criteria factors which cause major collisions are age factor, 
distraction, misjudgement, fatigue. The second main 
criteria factor was not adhering to rules, the sub-criteria 
were overspeeding, jumping signals, misuse of the one-
way path, sudden track change, overtaking without signs. 
The third main criteria were committing human errors, its 
sub-criteria were neglecting to wear a seat belt, cell phone 
usage while driving, and applying wrong brakes. The 
fourth main criterion was insufficient visibility with sub-
criteria such as eye defect problems, poor lighting, and 
strong glare. The fifth main criteria were vehicle issues, 
sub-criteria were brake fail, steering locked, tyre burst, 
gear jamming, and airbag failure. 

This research is concentrated on enhancing the need 
for sustainable traffic safety management by creating 
awareness through a risk assessment of the accidents in 
KSA. An Analytical Hierarchical Process (AHP) was used 
to identify risk priority ranking. It is done based on 
comparisons of the university students' behavioural factors 
which concern road safety. Then, the severity factors are 
compared with a Logistic Regression (LR) algorithm to 
analyze whether the accident was fatal or non-fatal. It is a 
method practiced for risk assessment [18]. The LR model 
was framed and designed to analyze the nature of severity; 
it is a model estimation analysis that contributes to high 
fatality. In this paper, we used a cross-sectional study 
approach; H01: university-student driving factors lead to 
fatal accidents against H11: university-student driving 
factors do not lead to fatal accidents. Moreover, H02: AHP 

ranking is different from the LR ranking model against H02, 
there is a difference between the two rankings. 

The paper is further organized as follows. Section 1 is 
the introduction. Section 2 gives a brief research 
methodology adopted in this research giving AHP 
methodology whereas section 3 provides the application of 
AHP in risk assessment of driving behaviour to enhance 
sustainable traffic safety management. Section 4 describes 
the risk of Accident Severity using LR. Section 5 gives a 
brief discussion on the risk assessment analysis. Section 6 
provides a conclusion. Based on the review of literature it 
is revealed that there is no specific study concerning risk 
severity for the driving behaviour of university students. 
Further, it is also revealed that there is no ranking of risk 
severity of collisions factors due to driving behaviours 
using AHP with LR analysis. Another important research 
gap is noticed, i.e. that no researcher has strongly 
motivated or pointed out the importance of teaching traffic 
rules at the school level or college level. Traffic safety 
management should be a mandatory subject, as it could 
improve the driving culture among them. Hence, 
motivating students to learn this subject is the most 
contributing factor in our work. This research highlights 
the severity of collisions when university students lack 
traffic sense. 
 
2 MATERIAL AND METHODS 
 

LR and AHP were the methods used in this study. LR 
was used to define the most significant influencing factors 
affecting the accident fatal effect based on the data sources 
from the general department of traffic (GDT). GDT carries 
out tasks related to traffic management. The GDT belongs 
to the Saudi ministry of interiors and the ministry of 
transportation. The objective was to define and delete 
outlier's accident cases in addition to refining the accident 
causes registered in the formal accident reports. The 
verified LR model was used to rank the accident causes 
based on the Wald statistic [19]. The AHP approach was 
used to verify the results of the LR model in a more 
comprehensive systematic approach. Tab. 1 shows model 
variables of possible critical factors. The preliminary 
registered factors affecting accidents were 25 causes. A 
significance level of 0.05 was used to develop the LR 
model and a consistency percentage of 10% was used for 
the AHP model [20]. SPSS and Expert Choice software 
were used to accomplish the experimental and analysis 
efforts. 
 
2.1 Sample Characteristics and Data Collection 
 

The governmental database of university student 
accidents was accessed via the concerning Saudi 
governmental agencies and sectors in the last two years 
(1500 records). The records in the database were used to 
develop the LR model. Hence, a selected sample was 
personally interviewed with university students who have 
met with car accidents during the last two years based on 
formal reports. The study participants provided informed 
consent, and the study design was conducted according to 
the ethical principles of various universities governed by 
the Saudi ministry of education. The participants signed a 
confidentiality consent form, and the interviews included a 
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discussion of the questionnaire's questions; revisions for 
the questions are adopted for verification purposes. 150 
participants are included in developing the AHP model. 
During the face-to-face interview, a self-administered 
questionnaire containing 20 closed-ended questions with 

corresponding yes, or no type of answer was also 
administered. Appendix highlights Survey Questionnaire. 
Each participant's accident fatality status is recorded based 
on formal records. 

 
Table 1 The Model Variables 

No. Variable code Definition References 
1 Age factor - C11 University students due to lack of traffic sense, less driving experience, and ignorance of safety rules. [6, 21, 22]  
2 Distraction - C12 

 
Tensions from family issues, immense pressure from surroundings; all these mentioned factors lead to 
severe distraction while driving. 

[23-25] 

3 Misjudgement - C13 
 

The driver assumes wrong judgment in analyzing the final decisions at the time of any emergency, it 
happens many times while crossing signals. 

[6, 9, 26] 

4 Fatigue/drugs/ 
Alcohol - C14 
 

They spent the sleepless night without rest, taking unwanted drugs, drive long journey without breaks, which 
makes them tired and even a nick of second microsleep loses vehicle stability, ends in a fatality. 

[3, 20, 23, 27, 
28] 

5 Over speeding - C21 When speeding, they get less time to think, to decide, lose control of vehicles. [6, 24, 25, 29, 
30] 

 
6 Jumping signals - 

C22 
Impatient behaviour, utter carelessness, and negligence of not knowing the catastrophic fatality ahead. [16, 23, 31] 

7 Misuse of one-way 
path - C23 

Due to impatience, they use this path as U-turns or short cut which results in major collisions by colliding 
against the opposite vehicles. 

[17, 32] 

8 Sudden track change 
- C24 

Due to heavy traffics jams, builds up tension due to traffic congestion, the sudden realization of any work, 
and overacting in the middle of the roads to overtake the front vehicle: 

[33, 34, 35] 

9 Overtaking without 
signs - C25 

Lack of traffic sense, lack of driving experience, impatience due to heavy traffic, unwanted racing thoughts, 
some sort of mentality of winning over the front vehicle driver. 

[26, 29, 31] 

10 Neglecting to wear 
the seat belt - C31 

Show negligence in wearing a seat belt, sometimes due to the absence of mind. Moreover, at times, many 
forget to buckle the seat belt, which might not have been pinned properly thus also leading to collisions. 

[23, 24, 29] 

11 Cell phone usage 
while driving - C32 

Most of them holding the phone, texting, talking busily, listening to music but at a certain point of time, due 
to the vibrations, movements of moving vehicle, they lose grip and drop them down, while picking it, they 
get distracted and meet fatal collision. 

[3, 10, 23, 24, 
33, 36, 37] 

12 Applying wrong 
brakes - C33 

When an urgent need arises as an emergency stop, at this mode many tend to apply the wrong brakes and 
meet collisions. The mind will be concentrated on front view happenings, so an accidental accelerator is 
applied, instead of a stop brake. 

[16, 27, 38, 39, 
40, 41] 

13 Eye defect problems 
- C41 

Due to long-sightedness, the path will not be visible after a certain distance, maybe due to eye issues or 
weakness in eye muscles. Non-visibility may be due to night blindness, the path may not be visible in night 
hours, mainly after sunset. Moreover, colour blindness, so not able to recognise traffic colour lights signals.  

[42, 36, 31] 

14 Poor lighting - C42 Poor weather conditions like rain, fog, sandstorm, and mist. Another cause might be vehicle headlight 
damaged, which blocks the road view. 

[26, 21, 29,] 

15 Strong glare - C43 Due to humidity and strong sun rays at peak summer, sometimes opposite vehicle reflection, glare creates 
darkness, vague vision, a sight which becomes completely blank for a moment, which diverts the driver 
attention to move in the wrong direction. 

[29, 33, 43, 44] 

16 Brake fail - C51 The critical problem for many fatal collisions, mainly due to poor maintenance, brake shoe wear, brake oil 
leakage and lack of experience. 

[33, 17, 44] 

17 Steering locked - C52 The sudden movement of the vehicle in the wrong direction and the driver loses total balance and ends in 
complete collision. 

[8, 45, 46] 

18 Tyre burst - C53 
 

Less air in tires creates more friction causing more pressure on tires so it results in bursting out, due to heat. 
Worn out old tires make less grip on the road, poor quality locally branded tires with crakes can be 
dangerous. 

[27, 30, 47] 

19 Gear jamming - C54 Inadequate lubrication, uneven gear changes due to gear jam, make a change in sudden direction while 
moving, malfunction of gear suddenly is another cause of collisions, as driver loses control on vehicles. 

[2, 25, 29, 42, 
48] 

20 Airbag failure - C55 Malfunction of the airbag, it fails to open at the time of collision. [14, 2, 21] 

The Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) approach 
focuses on the Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) 
technique, applied in handling the incommensurable, 
debatable, multidimensional, and speculative effects of 
various decisions [49]. AHP is a multifaceted utility theory 
and the MCDM technique is intended to resolve complex 
issues related to road accident severity.The AHP model 
was built as per the steps described in the previous section. 
The expert team comprising seven Decision-Makers 
(DMs) having vast experience of more than five years in 
traffic safety management were involved in ascertaining 
the influence of each criterion responsible for safe driving, 
based on the pairwise comparison. 

It is very essential to define the clear-cut objective to 
derive the influence of linked criteria that influence the 
objective [16]. Generally, a detailed hierarchy 
representation of the objective, criteria, sub-criteria and 
alternatives is constructed [38]. The chosen criteria and 

sub-criteria are compared to ascertain the influence of each 
criterion over other criteria using Saaty's scale [50]. A 
decision matrix was framed accordingly [38]. The priority 
weights of the elements are identified by computing the 
maximum values of Eigenvectors [51].The local weights 
and global weights have been derived using a geometric 
mean method [50]. The local weights and global weights 
obtained in this manner are further employed in deriving 
the final ranking [52]. Based on the feedback received from 
the DMs, the main criteria have been compared and 
synthesized to derive the weights. Similar pairwise tables 
have been formulated and subsequent synthesizing has 
been carried out to derive the weights of each main criteria 
and sub-criteria [53]. 
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2.2 Research Methodology 
 

LR algorithm is preferred to be accurate when the data 
is discrete compared with conventional regression and 
mainly aims for best fit; it displays categories with binary 
values [48]. It is a very easy and convenient method, as it 
links with output and input variables. Moreover, it 
identifies a positive or negative direction and whether the 
collision was a severe fatal one or non-fatal with selected 
variables in confidence level [19]. The mathematical 
expressions are demonstrated below. To find out the 
coefficients among the best most probable outcome it 
utilizes the maximum likelihood algorithm [54]. 
Determining the severity of the collision predictive 
analysis method was used with a random sample of 1500. 
To avoid bias data collection a similar number of fatal and 
non-fatal collision data were analyzed for severity using 
SPSS v27 [20]. 
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The fatal crash estimation is taken from Eq. (1), where 

g(x) represents the selected functional input variables and 
is given by Eq. (2). Subsequently, the selected probability 
of non-fatal is estimated using the Eq. (3) and Eq. (4). 
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3 RESULTS 
3.1 Respondent's Profile 
 

The students from 16 universities were selected to 
represent most of the geographical domain of the KSA. 200 
questionnaires were sent to the university students during 
Oct. - Dec.,2020. The respondent profile is shown in Tab. 
2. The universities that participated in the questionnaire 
survey were Effat university, Fahad Bin Sultan, Imam 
Abdulrahman Bin Faisal, Islamic University of Medina, 
Jazan, King Abdul Aziz, King Khalid, King 
Saud,Majmaah,Najran, Prince Mohammad, Prince Sultan, 
Saudi Electronic, Shaqra, Tabuk, Umm Al-Qura. The 
students participated with more enthusiasm and the survey 
was done with perfection. Based on the survey most 
students responded from Prince Mohammad University 
and Jazan University followed by other universities like 
Majmaah University, King Abdul Aziz University 
followed by King Saud University. On the other hand, the 
students who responded with minimum interest were from 
Prince Sultan and Imam Abdul RahamanUniversity. 
Among 3200 questionnaires that were sent, 1586 
questionnaires were returned, 86 questionnaires were 
found to be incomplete thus there were 1500 valid 
questionnaires with a 46.87% feedback rate. 
 

Table 2 Respondent Profile from Various Universities 

University 
No of 

questionnaires 
Age group 

Feedback 
18 - 20 21 - 23 > 23 

Effat 25 7 4 1 12 
Fahad Bin Sultan 20 3 3 2 8 

Imam Abdulrahman 
Bin Faisal 

15 2 1 2 5 

Islamic University 
of Medina 

15 4 3 2 9 

Jazan 20 3 3 1 7 
King Abdul Aziz 25 2 2 2 6 

King Khalid 25 5 3 3 11 
King Saud  16 1 3 2 6 
Majmaah 20 6 4 3 13 

Najran 40 5 5 4 14 
Prince Mohammad 30 4 4 1 9 

Prince Sultan 15 2 2 1 5 
Saudi Electronic 20 4 2 5 11 

Shaqra 20 6 4 3 13 
Tabuk 25 5 4 3 12 

Umm Al-Qura 30 4 3 3 10 

 
3.2 LR results 
 

This LR model is comparatively faster when compared 
with other models [29]. It enhances a better outcome from 
predictor variables which are removed and added, then all 
the independent categorical variables are taken as dummy 
variables and thus the insignificant ones are eliminated 
[55]. Tab. 5 shows the risk severity using Wald statistics of 
LR. 
 
Table 3 Significant Model's Parameters Estimates for Sustainable Traffic Safety 

Management 

MC SC β Se 
Wald 

Statistic 
p 

Odd 
ratio  

Rank 

MC1 

C11 1.58 0.33 7.96 0.00 1.64 7 
C12 1.34 0.47 11.8 0.04 1.55 9 
C13 1.61 0.39 52.81 0.01 5.97 1 
C14 1.46 0.71 25.56 0.02 3.73 2 

MC2 

 C21 1.87 0.11 9.97 0.03 2.19 4 
 C22 1.45 0.36 45.6 0.00 0.98 15 
 C23 1.00 0.19 9.76 0.004 1.22 12 
 C24  1.34 0.54 11.78 0.03 1.17 13 
 C25 1.38 0.22 23.89 0.02 0.66 17 

MC3 
 C31 1.37 0.16 48.76 0.02 1.41 8 
 C32 1.24 0.63 19.63 0.00 2.78 3 
 C33 0.98 0.85 21.76 0.00 1.49 10 

MC4 
 C41 1.64 0.29 4.65 0.03 1.84 6 
 C42 -0.36 0.33 11.76 0.00 0.43 19 
 C43 1.73 0.56 17.34 0.00 1.99 5 

MC5 

 C51 0.89 0.47 36.87 0.00 1.38 11 
 C52 1.54 0.75 23.65 0.03 0.78 16 
 C53 0.33 0.65 9.54 0.00 0.58 18 
 C54 -1.22 0.31 17.35 0.0 0.33 20 
 C55  0.48 0.12 24.55 0.00 1.00 14 

Constant  -3.65 0.23 124.76 0.00 0.02 -- 
Note: * parameters significant at α = 0.05; -2log-likelihood ratio= 

3915.11; chi-square = 152.06. p-value < 0.001. 

 
Wald statistics is widely used to test the significance 

of individually added coefficients, it is usually compared 
with a χ2 distribution with 1 degree of freedom [56]. The 
significance level was 0.05 which indicates a 5% risk, thus 
concluding that an association exists, when there is no 
actual association [55]. If the p-value is less than or equal 
to the significance level, it is concluded that it is 
statistically significant between the response variable and 
the term [57]. Mostly, all the significant ones with p-values 
are less than 0.05 as shown in Tab. 3. The risk of the 
severity is explained by the magnitude and sign of the 
coefficient. Here a positive sign with a coefficient (β) tends 
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to have a higher probability of fatality whereas a negative 
sign has less likelihood of fatality [58]. 
 
3.3 AHP Results 
 

The results of overall AHP risk priority rankings are 
highlighted in Tab. 4. Based on the feedback received from 
the DMs, the main criteria have been compared and 
synthesized to derive the weights as shown in Tab. 5. Then, 
Tab. 6 shows the pairwise comparison of sub-criteria after 
synthesizing. The results obtained from the synthesizing 
matrix of main criteria show the risk priority ranking of 
sub-criteria using AHP and sub-criteria. The main criteria 
ranking obtained are stability during diving, committing 
human errors, not adhering to rule, insufficient visibility, 
and facing vehicle issues. It has been observed that stability 
during driving is the most critical one, mainly with focus 
on facing vehicle issues, it has more impact. The vehicle 
issues may be overcome by adopting a proper maintenance 
policy [59]. Committing human error is due to the 
unprofessional approach adopted in driving [60]. The 
negligence in driving caused by not adhering to rules is 
another important neglected factor in the main criteria. The 
lack of proper training and driving knowledge may 
influence this main criterion [17]. Insufficient visibility 
depends upon the environment [42]. 
 

Table 4 Final risk priority ranking based on AHP calculations 

Criteria 
Criteria 
weight 

Subcriteria 
Local 

weights 
Global 
weights 

Rank 

MC1 0.34 

C11 0.20 0.06 7 
C12 0.15 0.05 9 
C13 0.33 0.11 1 
C14 0.30 0.10 2 

MC2 0.18 

C21 0.46 0.07 4 
C22 0.14 0.02 15 
C23 0.17 0.03 12 
C24 0.15 0.02 13 
C25 0.11 0.02 17 

MC3 0.19 
C31 0.31 0.06 8 
C32 0.49 0.09 3 
C33 0.19 0.03 10 

MC4 0.16 
C41 0.42 0.06 6 
C42 0.11 0.01 19 
C43 0.41 0.07 5 

MC5 0.11 

C51 0.31 0.03 11 
C52 0.19 0.02 16 
C53 0.17 0.02 18 
C54 0.09 0.01 20 
C55 0.22 0.02 14 

 
Table 5 Synthesis Pairwise Comparison for the Main Criteria 

Criteria MC1 MC2 MC3 MC4 MC5 Eigenvalue 

MC1 1.00 1.59 2.08 2.62 2.32 0.34 
MC2 0.63 1.00 0.63 1.26 1.65 0.18 
MC3 0.48 1.59 1.00 0.91 1.65 0.19 
MC4 0.38 0.79 1.10 1.00 1.59 0.16 
MC5 0.43 0.61 0.61 0.63 1.00 0.11 

 
Table 6 Synthesis Pairwise Comparison for the Subcriteria 

Criteria C11 C12 C13 C14 Eigenvalue 
C11 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.50 0.20 
C12 1.00 1.00 0.50 0.38 0.15 
C13 1.00 2.00 1.00 2.00 0.33 
C14 2.00 2.62 0.50 1.00 0.30 

 

Similar pairwise tables have been formulated and 
subsequent synthesizing has been carried out to derive the 
weights of each main criteria and sub-criteria based on the 
pairwise comparison. 

This factor may be constrained to a specific place 
responsible in some extreme conditions during a specific 
period and specific time. It may be avoided by adopting the 
effective use of environmental warning and adopting 
electronic gadgets [28]. The results obtained state that all 
sub-criteria are having similar risk priorities as obtained by 
AHP. 
 
4 DISCUSSIONS 
 

The research objective is focused on university 
students to create awareness about road safety and to 
improve a sustainable traffic management scenario in the 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Based on the review of literature 
it is revealed that there is no specific study concerning risk 
severity for the driving behaviour of university students. 
Further, it is also revealed that there is no ranking of risk 
severity of collisions factors due to driving behaviours 
using AHP with LR analysis hence there was a research 
gap noticed. First, H01: University-student driving factors 
do not lead to fatal accidents. This research highlights the 
severity of collisions when university students lack traffic 
sense. The major contributing factor and main severity 
factor is C13, which has β = 1.61; Se = 0.39, Wald statistic 
52.81, p = 0.01, it has a magnitude of odd ratio 5.97, which 
creates a very high impact of fatality. When analysed using 
AHP, C13, of driver ranks topmost risk factor with a local 
weight 0.33 and global weights 0.11, as this global weight 
is more when compared to other factors, it confirms the 
severity and more fatality. It should be highlighted that 
odds greater than 1 in this study increase the likelihood that 
the accident will be fatal [48]. The second severity collision 
factor is C14, the coefficient for Fatigue was β = 1.46; Se 
= 0.71, Wald statistic 52.81 and p = 0.02, it has a magnitude 
of odd ratio Exp β = 3.73, which is high and hence high 
chances of fatality. From AHP analysis, C14 has a local 
weight of 0.30 and a global weight of 0.10, which has a 
high global weight, hence this value alerts of high fatality 
rate, driving in tiredness, they fall asleep suddenly in just a 
nick of a second, micro-sleep kills them [3]. 

The third severity factor is seen as the odd ratio values 
for the variables with more than 1, pointing out the high 
risk of fatality. Thus, under this category other collisions 
factors like C32 have a high chance of meeting fatality with 
a coefficient value β of 1.24, Se 0.63, Wald statistic 19.63 
with p = 0.001, the odds ratio value points to 2.78, this 
value alerts of high fatality. The AHP results for C32, with 
a global weight of 0.09 is ranked as 3rd risk factor due to 
high global weight; with 0.49 local weight, this factor lacks 
complete attention & concentration, driver's carelessness, 
and ignorance end in a severe fatality. Likewise, the risk 
analysis was carried out using the LR and AHP analysis 
was done with the main variables as stability during 
driving, not adhering to rules, committing human errors, 
insufficient visibility, facing vehicles issues. Tab. 7 shows 
the sub-criteria rank comparison obtained using LR and 
AHP and compared with past research. 
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Table 7 Subcriteria Rank Comparison with Past Research
Main criteria weight Sub criteria rank LR 

model 
AHP model Regression analysis AHP analysis 

MC1 C11 3.84 3.84 4.00 [61], 2.28 [62], 1.64 [63], 1.64 [64] 1.00 [38], 2.285 [65] 
C12 4.78 4.78 6.14 [58], 4.21 [64], 2.80 [66] 2.50 [67], 8.20 [68], 2.92 

[65] 
C13 1.00 1.00 1.00 [13], 2.28 [69], 2.28 [64] 1.94 [70], 7.75 [68] 
C14 1.47 1.47 1[54],10 [13],3.35[64] 1.00[1],1.90[67] 

MC2 C21 12.42 12.42 1.00 [71], 2.50 [13], 6.78 [62], 4.21 [64, 29, 30, 31] 1.30 [67], 5.50 [1], 2.88 
[65] 

C22 7.63 7.63 5.50 [13], 3.57 [62] 2.70 [67], 5.50 [68], 7.75 
[1], 2.92 [65] 

C23 6.21 6.21 8.71 [58], 9.35 [62] 8.50 [67], 5.50 [1] 
C24 6.68 6.68 7.42 [58], 10.00 [62], 2.92 [63, 19, 20] 3.40 [67], 1.00 [68], 4.37 

[1] 
C25 8.57 8.57 7.42 [62], 7.42 [58] 3.40 [67], 1.00 [68], 4.37 

[1] 
MC3 C31 4.31 4.31 7.42 [62], 1.00 [72], 5.50 [73] 6.25 [74], 2.89 [70], 10.00 

[1] 
C32 1.94 1.94 7.00 [13], 1.00 [66] 2.12 [74], 1.00 [1], 1.00 

[65] 
C33 5.26 5.26 3.57 [58], 3.57 [66] 3.70 [67], 2.50 [16], 2.50 

[1] 
MC4 C41 3.36 3.36 4.85 [58], 4.21 [63], 3.57 [64] 9.05 [16], 7.00 [1] 

C42 9.52 9.52 4.21 [62], 5.50 [63], 6.14 [69] 5.50 [67], 3.07 [38], 3.36 
[70] 

C43 2.8 2.89 3.57 [62], 4.45 [63] 7.90 [67], 5.15 [38], 8.57 
[70] 

MC5 C51 5.73 5.73 3.57 [58], 7.42 [62] 6.70 [67], 2.50 [1] 
C52 8.10 8.10 8.71 [69] 6.40 [67] 
C53 9.05 9.05 3.57 [58], 3.57 [63] 5.80 [67], 5.87 [74] 
C54 10.00 10.00 9.35 [62], 9.35 [5] 4.90 [67], 4.00 [1] 
C55 7.15 7.15 8.07 [62], 8.71 [55] 3.76 [38], 5.50 [74] 

The LR model along with the AHP model has 
significantly highlighted the accidents severity factors. 

Moreover, H02: AHP Ranking is different from the LR 
ranking model against H02, there is a difference between 
the two rankings. Tab. 7 shows the sub-criteria rank 
averages obtained using LR and AHP. The sub-criteria 
ranking obtained by past research using AHP and LR was 
reviewed. It was observed that various researchers used 
different criteria and ranked them as shown in Tab. 8. 
Hence to compare the results of the present research the 
common scale of 1 - 10 was selected. The past rank was 

transformed to the new scale of 1 - 10 and compared [26]. 
The transformed rank of various sub-criteria is tabulated in 
Tab. 8. It is observed that LR average, AHP average and 
an overall average of (C11) is found to be (1.85, 1.64, 
1.77), Similarly, the other sub-criteria of (C12), (C1), 
(C14), (C21), (C22), ( C23), (C24), (C25), (C31), (C33), 
(C41), (C42), (C43), (C51), (C52), (C53), (C54) and (C55) 
as documented in Tab. 8 ranks are aligned as per the 
severity. The table highlights the critical factors for 
severity based on the comparison of the results using LR 
and AHP. 

 
Table 8 Subcriteria Rank Averages Ccomparison with Past Research 

Sub-
criteria  

LR 
model 

AHP model LR AHP  
Overall 
Average 

LR 
Average 

AHP 
Average 

C11 3.84 3.84 - 2.28 1.64 1.64 1.00 2.28 - 1.77 1.85 1.64 
C12 4.78 4.78 - 4.21 2.80 - 2.50 - 2.92 3.11 3.50 2.71 
C13 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.28 2.28 - 1.94 - - 1.88 1.85 1.94 
C14 1.47 1.47 1.00 - 3.35 - 1.00 1.90 - 1.81 2.17 1.45 
C21 1.94 1.94 1.00 2.50 6.78 4.21 1.30 - 2.88 3.11 3.62 2.09 
C22 7.63 7.63 5.50 3.57 - - - 5.50 7.75 5.58 4.53 6.62 
C23 6.21 6.21 8.71 9.35 - - 8.50 5.50 - 8.01 9.03 7.00 
C24 6.68 6.68 7.42 10.0 - - - - 4.37 7.26 8.71 4.37 
C25 8.57 8.57 7.42 7.42 - - - - - 7.42 7.42 - 
C31 4.31 4.31 7.42 - 5.50 - 6.25 2.89 - 5.51 6.46 4.57 
C32 1.94 1.94 - 1.00 - - 2.12 1.00 1.00 1.28 1.00 1.37 
C33 5.26 5.26 3.57 3.57 - - 3.70 2.50 2.50 3.16 3.57 2.90 
C41 3.36 3.36 4.85 4.21 3.57 - - - - 4.21 4.21 - 
C42 9.52 9.52 4.21 5.50 6.14 - 5.50 - - 5.33 5.28 5.50 
C43 2.89 2.89 3.57 4.45 3.25 - - 5.15 - 4.10 3.76 5.15 
C51 5.73 5.73 3.57 7.42 - - 6.70 2.50 - 5.05 5.50 4.60 
C52 8.10 8.10 8.71 - - - 6.40 - - 7.55 8.71 6.40 
C53 9.05 9.05 - - - - - - - - - - 
C54 10.00 10.00 9.35 9.35 - - - - - 9.35 9.35 - 
C55 7.15 7.158 8.07 8.71 - - - - - 8.39 8.39 - 
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5 CONCLUSION 
 

It can be concluded that the main response variable 
which causes accidents is binary (two categories fatal or 
non-fatal), the LR technique along with AHP was used to 
develop the model in this study. The main intent was to 
provide a clear demonstration of a model that can be used 
to assess critical factors contributing to the severity of 
traffic accidents. Based on traffic police accident data, 
twenty explanatory variables were used in the model 
development process. The results presented in this paper 
show that the model provided a reasonable statistical fit. 
The results are highlighted based on the expert drivers' 
responses to the behaviour questionnaires. The outcomes 
proved that there is a real need for traffic sense and 
behavioural importance at the time of the collision. The 
risk assessment created an awareness of the severity of 
collisions. The implications of this research work aim to 
safeguard university students from severe fatality and to 
create a sustainable smooth traffic scenario. As the main 
accident contributing factors were found to be the 
behaviours of the driver, which led to collisions, and by 
appropriately controlling them, collisions can be 
minimised. 

AHP analysis revealed and ranked the top risky 
collision behaviour. The LR models were framed and 
designed to analyse the nature of severity. The model 
estimation analysis revealed the severity, which was based 
on the driver behavioural factors which contributed to the 
high fatality. The positive sign with a coefficient (β) tends 
to have a higher probability of fatality whereas a negative 
sign has less likelihood of fatality. The research points out 
that driver's misjudgement is responsible for 80% of the 
collisions, which contributed to more collisions. Moreover, 
youth lack traffic education, ignorance about traffic rules 
and regulations before they start to drive. This research 
highlights suggest the drivers, mainly university students, 
to follow traffic rules and avoid high speeding. From the 
data of fatalities, drivers should realise the severity of 
collisions. 

The main contribution of this work insists that 
university students should be taught about traffic road 
safety rules during school education as most of them begin 
to drive at an early age. Our research emphasizes 
importance of introducing Traffic Safety Management 
subject to be taught to university students. Thus, Traffic 
Safety management can create more awareness about 
safety traffic rules and regulation, as this could be the first 
step to minimise further collisions, which can change the 
driving culture in the coming years. Hence, this risk 
assessment research work creates awareness to follow 
safety while driving through proper traffic rules and points 
out the catastrophic effects, if not followed properly. The 
present study has a few limitations. The study reflects the 
habits and behaviours of Saudi university students. The 
results may not be generalised for other students as they 
depend upon many factors like culture, family background, 
educational level, geographical placement etc. The future 
analysis can be done using various other factors 
contributing to road accidents faced by the entire student's 
community. Multivariate analysis can be applied to analyse 
the severity along with LR models to analyse the impact of 
accidents. 
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Appendix 
 
Survey questionnaire 
No. Question Agree Disagree 
1 Does the age factor lead to fatal accidents   
2 Does distraction lead to fatal accidents   
3 Does misjudgment lead to fatal accidents   
4 Does fatigue lead to fatal accidents   
5 Does over speeding lead to fatal accidents   
6 Does jumping signals lead to fatal accidents   
7 Does the misuse of the one-way path lead to 

fatal accidents 
  

8 Does sudden track change lead to fatal 
accidents 

  

9 Does overtaking without signs lead to fatal 
accidents 

  

10 Does neglecting to wear a seat belt leads to 
fatal accidents 

  

11 Does cell phone usage while driving lead to 
fatal accidents 

  

12 Does applying wrong brakes lead to fatal 
accidents 

  

13 Does eye defect Problems lead to fatal 
accidents 

  

14 Does poor Lighting lead to fatal accidents   
15 Does strong glare lead to fatal accidents   
16 Does brake failure lead to fatal accidents   
17 Does steering lock lead to fatal accidents   
18 Does tire burst lead to fatal accidents   
19 Does gear jam lead to fatal accidents   
20 Does airbag failure lead to fatal accidents   
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